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History on Horseback in Lipica, Slovenia

You don’t have to be a lover of horses or history to visit Lipica, Slovenia. . . but it helps. This tiny village

situated a few miles east of Trieste, Italy, encompasses a concentration of international culture and equine

athleticism equaled by no other location on earth. Hippophiles will be in heaven, surrounded by 355

pureblooded Lipizzaners – snowy stallions, milky mares, and incongruously dark-coated foals – whose

breed name comes from this very spot.
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LIPIZZANERS LOOK LIKE DOTS OF SNOW AS FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE

History buffs will marvel at the concentration of European and Mediterranean history in evidence. Nowhere

else can you find such a focalized link among countries and continents:

Spain (Spanish riding was considered the epitome of the equestrian arts in the 17th century)

Austria (the eponymous Spanish Riding School was located in Vienna, capital of the Hapsburg

monarchy)

Northern Africa and the Middle East (the blood of Arab horses was a key element in the development

of today’s Lipizzaners)

Italy (Italian horses also contributed to the breed)

Slovenia itself (local Karst horses are part of Lipizzaner geneology and – of course — the breed name is

Slovenian).



AN OFFICIAL “GREETER” AS YOU DRIVE TO THE ENTRANCE OF THE STUD FARM

US history is also entwined with the Lipizzaner story. Exactly 70 years ago, in 1945, George Patton helped

save the breed from destruction at the hands of the advancing Soviet army with — some say — the complicit

cooperation of the Germans. That episode was recounted by Hollywood in the 1963 Disney movie, “The

Miracle of the White Stallions.”

You don’t need to be an historian to enjoy Lipica, however. The stables and grounds sprawl over 311 well-

tended hectares that have hosted up to 100,000 visitors annually, though today the number is more like

70,000. You can tour the grounds with a well-informed guide, take a carriage ride, visit the Lipikum horse

museum, and – in season — see a show and watch a training session. The latter two are highlights of any visit

to Lipica, because the unique movements of these horses, known as “airs above the ground”, are classics of

high-level dressage and athleticism. Among the most famous of these are the levade, in which the horse

rears up at a 30-degree angle; the courbette, in which the horse rears up and then “hops”, a movement

calling for great hindquarter strength; and the beautiful ballet-like capriole, in which the stallion leaps into

the air, tucks his forelegs under him, and kicks out with his hind legs at the top of the jump.



ONE OF THE STUD STALLIONS PRIVILEGED TO RESIDE IN THE FARM’S MOST SPACIOUS AND VENERABLE BARN. HIS NAME REFLECTS
HIS PARENTAGE.

To do these movements calls for years of training. Only stallions are enrolled in this high-level equestrian

university, because mares would have to interrupt their studies with every pregnancy, and the course is too

intense. No one horse can perform all the airs above the ground but those who execute their specialties with

panache are a delight to the audience.



MARES ON THE MARCH — TRANSITIONING FROM PADDOCKS TO PASTURE HAPPENS EVERY DAY.

The movements were originally part of the horses’ military training. Lipizzaners were created partly as

weapons of war at the behest of Archduke Charles II, son of the Habsburg Emperor Ferdinand I, who

purchased the Lipica estate from the archbishop of Trieste in 1580. The noble wanted a horse that would be

swift, strong, and agile – an ideal war horse that would also look good during victory parades. Conceived as

instruments of combat, Lipizzaners today are symbols of grace and refinement. UNESCO is expected to

recognize Lipica’s stables and horses as a World Cultural Heritage Site, and rightly so.



THE BEAUTIFUL GROUNDS IN LIPICA, SLOVENIA INCLUDE STATUARY AND HISTORICALLY IMPORTANT BUILDINGS.

In 1996, the Stud Farm became a protected property of the state of Slovenia. The horses, their training, and

the buildings on the property are considered part of the country’s cultural heritage, to be preserved

protected, and presented as such. Lipiça is not and does not want to become a Disneyland for horse lovers.

Guests are called “visitors”, not “tourists”. There are no longer pony rides for children or day rides for

inexperienced adult riders, as was the case in the 1970s and 80s. Just as a Sunday driver shouldn’t test-drive

a Ferrari, an amateur rider shouldn’t take the reins with a Lipizzaner. Serious adult riders can book a week’s

worth of lessons, staying at the Maestoso Hotel on site and learning from some of the Stud Farm’s 17 trainers

and show riders.



A TACTILE EXHIBIT AT THE LIPIKUM MUSEUM.

A building project partly financed by the European Union will be completed by the end of 2015, coinciding

with the Stud Farm’s 435th anniversary. It adds WiFi throughout the estate, creates new museums of

carriages and culinary arts (no horsemeat allowed!) to join the existing horse museum, and improves the

hiking and biking paths that crisscross the property.
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Hi, I'm Terri Fogarty. Since 2006,
Europe Up Close has entertained and
informed our readers with Europe
destination information, travel tips
and advice. We hope you like our new
look!
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